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Dear Senator Liu,
On behalf of the University of California (UC), I am writing to regretfully express our opposition
to SB 520, which would require UC, the California State University (CSU), and the California
Community Colleges (CCC) to engage in partnerships with private party online course providers
to deliver lower division courses in an online format for academic credit across all three
segments. Because Senator Steinberg has been a champion for higher education over the past
few years, we have adopted our position reluctantly, but without any reservation that the bill
would be detrimental to the mission of the University.
We recognize that there is a great deal of interest within the Legislature in ensuring that
California students continue to have access to higher education opportunities. Moreover, UC
shares Senator Steinberg’s belief that online instruction can be a component of our commitment
to access. Unfortunately, the University is unable to endorse a measure that could force us into
partnerships with private for-profit corporations without protections for our students and faculty
and constraints on future imposition of costs for these parties’ services.
SB 520 would require UC to use online platforms developed by outside vendors, even though the
University has already developed online courses independently on platforms best suited to
specific offerings, has offered these courses to UC students for degree credit, and expects to
increase the number of online courses substantially in the years ahead. A mandate to develop
courses through partnership with online course providers would restrict UC’s options for
ensuring that these online courses are of the highest quality.
We further believe that the quality of online courses offered by third-party providers is still
relatively untested, notwithstanding some favorable media coverage. It would be inappropriate to
prescribe an alternative is not fully validated, potentially diverting public resources that could
otherwise be used for the productive development and delivery of UC-initiated online courses.
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Given these facts, we question the assumption that SB 520’s directive to “solicit, develop, and
promote appropriate partnerships” with private online course providers would truly benefit UC
students or faculty.
In fact, SB 520 could lock UC into relationships that require it to pay for the use of online course
technology managed by private, for-profit corporations, with little ability to control costs that
might ultimately be borne by our students. UC is also concerned that this legislation will force
UC faculty to hand over course materials to be monetized by outside parties, when UC faculty
have already proven their ability to provide the online courses without the need for such
monetization. Indeed, some UC faculty have already partnered with private providers to develop
online courses, without statutory prescription. We expect this trend to grow. We are also
concerned that these online course providers may eventually wish to charge our students—now
or in the future—for the use of their proprietary online course technology, in addition to the
tuition and fees students already pay to attend UC.
Policy related to online learning in higher education should incorporate, at a minimum, the
following protections for our students and faculty:
1. To ensure the greatest flexibility for adapting courses for widespread use, UC’s
online courses should not be bound to any single provider’s technology.
2. Any private online course provider wishing to develop courses in conjunction with
UC faculty members must allow use of their platforms by our faculty free of charge.
3. UC students should not be charged any additional fee for courses offered by outside
providers.
4. No segment should be required to accept courses for credit developed and taught by
another segment unless current articulation processes are followed completely. .
Even with recent amendments we remain concerned that the focus and emphasis on private
online providers is misplaced and therefore, we must remain opposed to SB 520. The University
believes the Legislature could expand the availability of online courses with legislation that
provides incremental funding for infrastructure and technical support and explicitly recognizes
the following:




The Legislature should acknowledge that faculty at each of the three higher education
segments (UC, CSU, and CCC) can best determine which courses meet their institution’s
academic standards and the needs of their matriculated students.
The development of online courses should be led by the faculty of each segment, with the
respective academic senate approving courses that can be made available across the
campuses within that system. This would expand online course availability by allowing
to enroll in online offerings at their segment’s sister campuses throughout the state.
These efforts will also need to address issues of the infrastructure necessary to allow such
cross-campus articulation.
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Efforts are already underway at UC to address a shared desire of the UC, the Governor
and the Legislature to increase online offerings to matriculated students. Any legislation
should recognize efforts to expand and build upon initiatives currently underway as
eligible for support from funding made available through the State Budget.

The UC Online Education initiative and ongoing campus projects offer access to numerous
online courses developed by our faculty. These will soon be available to students throughout the
UC system. As stated, increasing access for our matriculated students remains a primary goal of
our online efforts. For example, UC is in the early stages of streamlining the process for crosscampus enrollment, making it easier for students to take advantage of course offerings
throughout our system (in both online and traditional course formats).
The Governor’s January budget earmarks $10 million from UC’s core budget to increase online
offerings. UC anticipates using these funds to develop and support additional undergraduate
online courses for UC students, particularly in high enrollment courses that are in greatest
demand at our campuses as prerequisites to further study. UC has just issued an RFP for new
course proposals to our faculty and we hope to have courses up and running soon.
UC’s ability to implement these initiatives in online education depends largely on the availability
of continued funding to accomplish these goals. Online instruction may ultimately reduce the
costs of obtaining a degree, but the development and dissemination of online courses cannot be
done on the cheap, if UC is to maintain its commitment to quality, as well as access. Rather than
advancing the role of online education at UC, the requirements of SB 520 would actually slow
online course development at UC and put into greater question the quality of the education
provided.
We are open to working with Senator Steinberg and the Committee on online education, but we
believe strongly that SB 520 is not the appropriate vehicle for assisting public higher education
meet the challenge and opportunity posed by the online delivery model. Should you have any
questions regarding our position, please contact me at 916-445-9924.
Sincerely,

Steve Juarez
Associate Vice President & Director
cc:

President pro Tempore Darrell Steinberg
Members, Senate Education Committee
President Mark G. Yudof
Provost Aimée Dorr
Senior Vice President Daniel Dooley
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